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The construction of China Image is the core of the modernization of Chinese 
culture and the self-designation of the modernism of China, concerning the self-
identification and the cultural recognition of China. This thesis argues that the loss of 
the tradition of Tianxia Doctrine and an obsession with the centralism and culturalism 
are essential causes of the anxiety in building China Image. The writer suggests that, 
besides revealing and criticizing the phenomenon that the image of modern China is 
sculptured by the discourse hegemony of western modernism, we should be alert to 
the effect of centralism and culturalism on the formation of the image of modern 
China. Meanwhile, the idea of ‘Tianxia’ held by ancient Chinese people should be 
introduced when we criticize the modern order of the world created by the westerners. 
Through the contrast between the principles of the formulation of world order used by 
China and the western, we will be able to find effective resources to reconstruct China 
Image.  
The first chapter describes the history of traditional China Image, taking space 
perceptions like the Centre and the Four Corners as important sources of the 
formation of traditional China Image. Based on the formation, development and 
collapse of the image, we can see China and the western world have had different 
ways to establish images of their own and of other countries, and to set up relations 
with other countries and the whole world. The traditional China Image was 
architected on the spatial order of Tianxia Doctrine composed of the perceptions of 
the Centre and the Four Corners, the imagination of the round heaven and the square 
earth, the naming of ‘Yuji’ and ‘Jiuzhou’ and the pattern of ‘Jifu’. The ancient China 
judged the value of its own and other countries by culture and power and an image 
composed of thoughts of centralism and a view of Tianxia Doctrine was set up. 
The second chapter depicts the relationship between Huaxia, the central part of 














and foreign lands. By judging others, Huaxia set up its own image with culturalism as 
the core, establish unequal, hierarchy relations with other countries by the order of 
Tianxia Doctrine. This was how ancient China built its image with strong culturalism 
and a view of Tianxia Doctrine. 
The third Chapter start with a concern on the spatial order of Tianxia Doctrine 
and its collapse in the ‘self and others’ order. Through an emphatic discussion on the 
collapsing procedure of the ‘China Image’ imagination, a viewpoint is raised that the 
collapse of the ‘China Image’ imagination grew from the disorder of space to that of 
the relationship between the ‘self and others’. The transmission of west knowledge to 
the east during Ming and Qing Dynasty and the ‘Great geography discovery’ in late 
Qing Dynasty subverted China’s self-centred status in the traditional China Image and 
at the same time changed the marginalized status of the others; the establishment of 
the ‘treaty system’ and the ‘civilization discovery’ of modern intellectuals in late Qing 
Dynasty deconstructed the self image centred on culturalism and the noncontrastively 
hierachical relationship between the ‘self’ and the ‘others’. Consequently, the self 
image of modern China can be represented as moving from the centre to the margin in 
terms of the spacial order, and turning from civilized to uncivilized in the order of the 
‘self’ and ‘others’. It is the result of the collapse of the ‘China Image’imagination, and 
at the same time the starting point of the modern China’s self image construction.  
The fourth chapter primarily discusses the two design schemes of modern 
China’s self image, which are the ‘China Image’ of a nation state and that of a cultural 
Otherness. The formal one was built on the spacial perception of marginalization and 
crisis, which led to spacial consciousness of the nation state and the enlighten 
awareness of time, and along with the advance of time, presented a centralistic self 
expectation. The latter one, on the other hand was based on the intercultural compare 
on the relationship between the self and the other. The construction of the supposed 
most valuable ‘China Image’counteracted and reset the Western ‘China Image’. At 
the same time, it joined the modern self introspection dialogue of the western world 














In the epilogue, the writer tries to propose a self image design scheme centred on 
Tianxia Doctrine. It is a subjective scheme abstracted and distilled from the traditional 
‘China Image’ imagination. With a global vision beyond the spatial limitation of the 
nation state and a noncontrastive vision transcending the privative ‘self-other’ order, 
this scheme will not only remit the narcissism of centralism and culturalism  but also 
be equipped with a mind pattern able to accept, show concern, understand and 
sympathize with the other. This thesis holds that in the circumstances of the 
globalization and modernization, to identify Tianxia Doctrine with the nation state 
politics is an ideal and value system of complementary and sublimable meanings. 
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